
SALON CART INSTALLATION

Enjoy Your Personal Cart Assistant

PART LIST

1PC

A:Top Tray

1PC

B:Right Tray

1PC

C:Left Tray 

4PC

D:Top Screw Covers    

I:Cart Base

5PC1PC

J:Drawers

4PC 4PC

K:Wheels L:Plastic Rods

E:Tray Rods

9PC2PC

F: Accessories

4PC 4PC

G:Cart Sides H:Support Rods



INSTALLATION INSTALLATION

1 2

STEP 1:<ADD SUPPORT RODS TO CART BASE>
● Place support poles into holes

STEP 2 :<ADD WHEELS TO CART BASE>
●Flip over the bottom piece
●Be sure to use the washers and wrench as shown
  in this diagram - locate these items in 
  the accessory box or bag 

STEP 5:<ADD TOP TRAY OF CART>
●Top tray into support rods

STEP 7 :< PLACE SCREWS AND ADD 
        TOP                 SCREW COVERS>
●Place screws in holes
●Screw into tray with the wrench curved end
●Small black caps are provided in the 
  accessory bag/box to cover and hide the 
  screws for aestectics
●Insert the round covers into the holes 
  until they click into place - covers go over
  4 screw areas (See groove)   

STEP 8:<ADD DRAWERS>
●Slide the drawers into the slots / grooves
●TIP: You can decide to use 4 or 5 of the drawers
  - flexible design if you need to leave one drawer 
  out so that you can store taller products like 
  bottles in one of the drawers
●TIP: Drawers open and slide out from both sides 
●TIP: You can use one or two of he drawers to 
attach to   the top tray to expand the surface area as

  needed (and then store it below when not in use 
  as a top accessory)               

STEP 6:<ADD TOP ACCESSORY TRAYS>
●Slide the thin silver rods into each 
   side accessory tray
●TIP to assembler:this is a unique
   feature of our product as the 2 side trays are 
  designed to be raised and lowered as needed
●TIP:These trays may appear to be slightly
   loose after assembly - this movement and
   flexibility is by design to enable the ongoing 
   movement of the side trays into up or down
   position by the user

Notice

Lower side
Notice

Top side

STEP3:<ADD PLASTIC RODS ONTO 
             SUPPORT RODS>
●The plastic rods goes directly into the base 
  of the cart over the support rods
●Add plastic rods to the base of cart to
   provide storage space for items

STEP 4 :<ADD CART SIDES>
●Flip the cart so wheels are on the floor 
●Slide the 4 pieces onto the rods
●Make sure the panels are placed with 
  textured sides on the outside of cart 
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